Province of British Columbia
Ministry of Health
DIVISION OF VITAL STATISTICS
REGISTRATION OF DEATH

Registration No. (Department Use Only)
017982

NAME OF DECEASED
CHRISTINA ORR

SEX
M F U N K

DATE OF DEATH
10 116 1991

PLACE OF DEATH
ROYAL JUBILEE HOSPITAL
VIC., TOWN OR OTHER PLACE (for name)

DATE OF OCCURRENCE
1/16/91

RESIDENCY INFORMATION AND USUAL ADDRESS
VICTORIA, B.C.

B.C. RESIDENT NO NON-RESIDENT YES

POSTAL CODE V8R 1J8

INSIDE MUNICIPAL LIMITS YES NO

PROVINCE FOR FOREIGN RESIDENT B.C.

MARITAL STATUS
SINGLE MARRIED WIDOWED DIVORCED

OCCUPATION
OFFICE WORK

BIRTHDATE
MARCH 4, 1910

BIRTHPLACE
NANAIMO, B.C.

FATHER
WALTER

MOTHER
CHRISTINA

MARRIED NAME OF FATHER

MARRIED NAME OF MOTHER

INFORMANT
XUAN NGUYEN

SIGNATURE OF INFORMANT

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

TO BE COMPLETED BY FUNERAL DIRECTOR ONLY

DATE OF DISPOSITION

NAME AND ADDRESS OF CEMETERY, CREMATORIUM OR PLACE OF DISPOSITION
ROYAL OAK CREMATORIUM, VICTORIA, B.C.

NAME OF FUNERAL DIRECTOR OR PERSON IN CHARGE OF REMAINS
FIRST MEMORIAL FUNERAL SERVICES

ADDRESS

1155 FORT STREET, VICTORIA, B.C.

NOTATIONS

CERTIFICATION OF DISTRICT REGISTRAR

I CERTIFY THAT THIS RETURN WAS ACCEIVED BY ME ON THIS DATE;

VICTORIA, B.C.

DATE 10/17/91

SIGNATURE OF DISTRICT REGISTRAR

DISTRICT REGISTRAR No.

http://search-collections.royalbcmuseum.bc.ca/Image/Genealogy/bebf73da-cf2e-4ebf-a9e2-4e10e88eebf5